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Border collies were developed for their intense herding drives, not as pets. For this reason, pet dog owners will find training the average border collie puppy to be a challenge. To succeed, puppy training must start early and must take advantage of your pup's keen intelligence and her instincts. By Jo Chester. Border collies start practicing their characteristic herding behaviors early in life. Border collies were developed for their intense herding drives, not as pets. For this reason, pet dog owners will find training the average border collie puppy to be a challenge. To succeed, puppy training must start early and must take advantage of your pup's keen intelligence and her instincts. Socialize Early and Often. Border Collies will get on well with other pets given the right socialisation as a puppy. They respond very well to training and enjoy the extra mental stimulation. For more information on how to socialise your Border Collie and train using reward-based techniques, take a look at our dog behaviour page. Due to their natural herding instincts, they may try to herd small children, so would be better suited to an older family. Their coats will need grooming one-two times per week to keep it in tip top condition.